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Learning and Achieving Together

The Reaside Way:
Communication – Pride – Respect
Liam H-D, 4K

Maka M, 3OL

Shalo W,

has created

has been baking

3OL has

his own

and completing

completed

multiplication

a Maths test

her learning

flower.

this week.

project work.

Stephanie M,

Joseph F,

Evie F, 5S

3OL wrote

enjoyed

a report

blowing

about the

bubbles on the

Safari Park.

playground.

Following on

Ashton H, 3OL

Charlie W, 3D

from a Science

and Harmonie

has been

lesson, Mia P,

I, 5S enjoyed

practicing his

3D made her

creating their

handwriting.

own bee.

own flowers.

3OL has made
her own music
instrument
shaker.

Georgia J, 3D has

Harrison B, 5FW

been learning about

has created a

time and practicing

poster on

her handwriting and

constellations.

spellings.
Lenny G,

Year 6 have

5FW has

enjoyed testing

continued

their paper

learning

airplanes on

at home.

the playground.

Lilly-Mae H, 6B
has designed
her own mode
of transport for
the future.

Elizabeth

Amelia W &

Lixie M, 6R and

G, 5S has

Nathaniel C-H,

other Year 6

been on

5S have

children had

her bike

worked hard

created Father’s Day

every day.

on their Maths.

cards last week.

A BIG thank you!

We would like to say a huge thank you to all parents/carers for their continued support and well done to all children
who are continuing their learning at home. Keep up the hard work!

As the lockdown rules start to ease from 4 July, please follow the government guidelines to stay alert and stay safe.
th

Safeguarding reminder: Remember to report any safeguarding concerns to the
Birmingham CASS Team 0121 303 1888.
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Goodbye Mrs Kavanagh – you will be extremely missed by all of Reaside.

On Wednesday 17th June, we were informed that after several days in hospital, Mrs Kavanagh (mostly known as
Mrs K by the children) had died. After 25 years at Reaside, we are all deeply saddened to lose such a great

member of our team. We will remember Mrs K for her bubbly character, her continuous smile, her great sense of

humour and of course her love for Chirstmas time at Reaside. We will forever be grateful for all the support she
gave over the years to both children and staff. Mrs K will be extremely missed by all staff and children at
Reaside.

In her memory, we have decided to

have a memorial tree on the school grounds, which will be full of messages

from children and staff on printed leaves. Information should have been shared to parents for children to be able
to complete a leaf. There is a small black post box on the front of the school gate (to the right side of the car
gate) where you can post your child’s leaves. Staff will gather and laminate these so that they can then be

placed onto the tree. We hope you are able to join in and create a leaf with memories to build the tree up for
Mrs K.

Yesterday, staff at Reaside raised a glass for Mrs K. She will be forever in our memories and hearts.
Rest in peace Mrs Kavanagh, you are deeply missed xxx

For further information regarding what’s going on at Reaside Academy, please visit our
website – www.reasideacademy.co.uk

Follow us on twitter

If you wish to contact us please email enquiry@reasideacademy.com or phone 0121 675 7235.

